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Customs Street West

Downtown Ferry Terminal

Britomart Transport Centre

BEST DROP-OFF POINT
WESTBOUND (       ) SIDE ON QUAY SREET

FOOTBRIDGE TO
ARENA (WITH RAMP)

From SH 16 
‘PORT’ exit.

Parking Options
Pedestrian Routes from City
Best Driving Route from Motorway
Motorway
Train
Ferry
Bus Stop
Inner LINK Bus Route
Outer LINK Bus Route

DRIVING
If you are driving to Auckland city from the North or the South via 
State Highway 1, take the exit signposted “PORT” (East 16).
- From the North, this is Junction 426B
- From the South, this is Junction 429B-C.
From the South, the motorway junction can be a little confusing: 
The left hand lane is signposted “Symonds Street”, so stay in the 
second from left lane which is signposted “Wellesley St” and 
“Port”, and then follow “Port”.
Follow SH16 to the bottom of Grafton Gully as shown on the 
above map in RED arrows. Our recommended drop-off point is on 
Quay Street, which also offers the best access to many of our local 
car park buildings (when travelling East-West), so we recommend 
that you continue straight on at the bottom of Grafton Gully after 
the tennis centre, then go straight through the lights underneath 
the railway bridge, follow The Strand around until it joins Quay St, 
and then turn LEFT at these lights along the waterfront (see the red 
arrows above).
Our recommended drop-off point is by the base of the pedestrian 
railway overbridge at the end of our building. The bridge has stairs 
and is also ramped for pushchairs and disabled access. Entrances 
to car parks in Tapora St, Tangihuia St and Britomart are found a 
little further along Quay St as you continue West.
WALKING FROM PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Britomart Transport Centre is shown above with the purple dashed 
line, and is a 10-15 minute walk along Quay St or Customs St East.
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NGAOHO PLACE (outdoor)
120 spaces

ARENA CARPARK (indoor)
Tapora Street
500 spaces, 20 disabled spaces

BRITOMART PLACE (indoor)
1250 spaces, 30 disabled spaces


